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a b s t r a c t
Thenumerical renormalization group is an efficientmethod to diagonalizemodelHamiltonians describing
correlated orbitals coupled to conduction states. While only the resulting eigenvalues are needed to
calculate the thermodynamical properties for such models, matrix elements of Fermi operators must
be evaluated before excitation and transport properties can be computed. The traditional procedure to
calculatematrix elements is typically as expensive as the diagonalization of themodel Hamiltonian. Here,
we present a substantially faster alternative that demands much less memory, yields equally accurate
matrix elements and is easier to code.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The numerical renormalization-group (NRG) method was de-
veloped in the mid 1970s, to compute the thermodynamical prop-
erties of dilutemagnetic alloys [1,2]. Generalizations followed. The
procedure was extended to calculate excitation [3–7] and trans-
port properties [8], spatial correlations [9,10], and nonequilibrium
properties [11–14]. Besides being versatile, the method is reliable,
because it depends on strictly controllable approximations. Re-
cent applications include the diagonalization of various impurity-
model Hamiltonians and the computation of their physical prop-
erties [15].
The NRG procedure is efficient. With special techniques outside
the scope of this paper, 10 s of CPU time in a standard desktop com-
puter diagonalize spin-degenerate single-impurity Hamiltonians
with sufficient accuracy to determine the temperature-dependent
magnetic susceptibility with less than 1% error at any temperature.
This performance notwithstanding, gains in efficiency are prized,
because both time and memory requirements grow exponentially
with the number of impurities andwith the degeneracy of the elec-
tronic states.
While thermodynamical properties, such as the impurity-
added contribution to the susceptibility, can be obtained directly
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +55 16 3373x9851; fax: +55 16 3373x9877.
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from the eigenvalues of the model Hamiltonian, the computation
of excitation and transport properties calls for the evaluation
of matrix elements between the eigenstates. A straightforward
procedure determining such matrix elements has long been
known [4]; unfortunately, its computational cost is relatively high.
Evenwhen it is applied to simple Hamiltonians the computation of
matrix elements takes as much time and memory as diagonalizing
the model Hamiltonian. In more complex problems it can magnify
the computational effort over an order of magnitude.
Here we present a simple, cost-effective recursive procedure
that yields accurate results for thematrix elements of the fermionic
operators defining the quantum basis upon which the NRG proce-
dure projects themodel Hamiltonian. Aswewill show, the compu-
tational time is small in comparison with the diagonalization time,
and memory requirements are insignificant. The new procedure is
also easier to code than the traditional one.
To define the notions and expressions upon which the re-
cursive approach is constructed, our presentation will cursorily
recapitulate the transformations constituting the NRG approach.
We will then describe the recursive computation of matrix ele-
ments. Finally, to monitor the efficiency and accuracy of the new
method in a specific setting, we will evaluate the temperature-
dependent conductances of two elementary nanostructured de-
vices, two functions that have already been extensively studied
[8,15–17]; we have chosen them as examples because their solu-
tions exhibit benchmarks against whichwe can check the accuracy
of the recursive procedure.
0010-4655/$ – see front matter© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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2. Numerical renormalization-group method
Excellent descriptions of the NRG approach being available
and even practical aspects having been described [2,15], we need
not dwell on its conceptual basis. We will briefly recapitulate
the procedure and refer readers interested in additional detail to
Appendix A, which implements the numerical diagonalization, and
Appendix B, which explains how physical properties are computed
from the resulting eigenvalues and eigenstates.
2.1. Model Hamiltonian
To be specific, wewill consider the Andersonmodel constituted
by a spin-degenerate impurity level cd coupled to a non-interacting
conduction band with N levels ck. The impurity is described by the
Hamiltonian
Hd = ϵdcĎd cd + Und↑nd↓, (1)
where ϵd denotes the impurity energy and U the Coulomb repul-
sion in the doubly occupied level. In the first termon the right-hand
side we have left out both the spin indices and the sum over spins,
a practice that we will apply to quadratic terms throughout this
paper.
The conduction band is defined by the diagonal Hamiltonian
[18]
Hcb =
 D
−D
ϵkc
Ď
k ck dϵk, (2)
where the energies ϵk, measured from the Fermi level, define a
structureless half-filled band extending from ϵk = −D to ϵk = D,
with density of states ρ = N/2D.
In the simplest form of the model, the impurity is coupled to
a Wannier state centered at the impurity position. The coupling
Hamiltonian is, then,
Hcoupl =
√
2V (cĎd f0 + H. c.), (3)
where, sticking to NRG tradition, we have introduced the short-
hand
f0 ≡
1√
2D
 D
−D
ck dϵk, (4)
to denote the normalized Fermi operator that annihilates an elec-
tron at the Wannier orbital directly coupled to the impurity.
The Anderson Hamiltonian is defined by the equality
HA = Hcb + Hcoupl + Hd. (5)
Numerical treatment of HA calls for projection on a basis with
a manageable number of states. The definition of this basis, the
projection of the right-hand side of Eq. (5) upon it, and the iterative
diagonalization of the projected Hamiltonian are distinguishing
features of the NRG construction, which will be recapitulated in
Section 3.
3. NRG procedure
3.1. Discretization of the conduction band
The (continuous) conduction-band Hamiltonian (2) is scale
invariant. Given a dimensionless parameter Λ > 1 and any
conduction-band energy ϵk, the energy ϵk′ = ϵk/Λwill also belong
to the band. That invariance will inevitably be broken by any
discretization of the conduction band. Nonetheless, a mesh that
preserves scaling in a restricted sense can be constructed. To this
end, given the discretization parameter Λ > 1, the following two
logarithmic sequences of intervals are marked on the conduction
band:
Im± = {ϵk | DΛ−m > ±ϵk > DΛ−m−1} (m = 0, 1, . . .). (6)
For each interval, a normalized Fermi operator am± is defined
as the combination of the conduction-band operators ck within the
interval that is most localized around the origin, i.e., the impurity
site. The model Hamiltonian is then projected on the basis of the
am±. Since the impurity is coupled to a Wannier state centered at
the origin, this definition of the am± insures that the couplingHcoupl
be unaffected by the discretization. This makes the diagonalization
procedure uniformly accurate, i.e., equally accurate for large or
small couplings V and impurity energies ϵd and U .
3.2. Lanczos transformation
The basis of the operators am± is infinite, albeit discrete. The
projection of the model Hamiltonian on that basis is an infinite di-
agonal series. It would be easy to drop the terms associated with
the smallest energies, but this simple-minded truncation would
eliminate operators am± that are directly coupled to the impurity
and hence introduce uncontrollable deviations. Before any trunca-
tion, therefore, the conduction band is Lanczos transformed, i.e., a
new infinite basis {fn} (n = 0, 1, . . .) is defined by the require-
ments that (i) the first element in the basis be the operator in
Eq. (4), which defines the coupling (3) to the impurity; and (ii) the
conduction-band Hamiltonian has the tridiagonal form
Hcb =
∞
n=0
tn(f Ďn fn+1 + H. c.). (7)
The coefficients tn in the summand having been analytically
shown to decay exponentially with n [1], the series on the right-
hand side of Eq. (7) can now be truncated at n = N , with N chosen
to make tN small in comparison with a typical energy scale of
interest, such as the thermal energy kBT or an excitation energy E .
When the truncated conduction-band Hamiltonian is substituted
for the conduction-band Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of
Eq. (5), and the result is divided by the scaled bandwidth
DN = D1−Λ
−1
logΛ
Λ−(N−1)/2, (8)
the following scaled, truncated Hamiltonian results:
HNA =
1
DN

N−1
n=0
tn(f Ďn fn+1 + H. c.)
+√2V (cĎd f0 + H. c.)+ Hd

. (9)
As discussed in Appendix A.3, the Hamiltonian HNA is formally
important because it defines a renormalization-group transfor-
mation. As discussed in Appendix A.4 it is also convenient for
numerical treatment, since it can be iteratively diagonalized. The
diagonalization yields eigenvalues classified by charge and spin,
which determine the thermodynamical properties, and eigenvec-
tors, from which excitation and transport properties can be com-
puted.
3.3. Computation of the electrical conductance
As an illustration, wewill compute in Section 5 the conductance
through semiconductor nanostructures coupled to electron gases.
Of special interest are the two alternative experimental setups
described in Appendix B.3: the single-electron transistor (SET),
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in which a quantum dot is positioned between two independent
electron gases and allows conduction between them, and the
side-coupled device, in which the electrical current runs along
a quantum wire weakly coupled to a quantum dot. In the SET
geometry, the temperature-dependent zero-bias conductance is
given by the expression [16]
GSET (T ) = e
2
hc
πβΓ
Z(T )

ϕ,ψ,µ
|⟨ϕ|cĎdµ|ψ⟩|2
eβEϕ + eβEψ (10)
where Γ = πρV 2 is the dot-level width, and Z(T ) is the partition
function at the temperature T ≡ 1/(βkB).
The expression for the zero-bias conductance in the side-
coupled arrangement is analogous to Eq. (10) [17]:
Gside(T ) = e
2
hc
βD
Z(T )

ϕ,ψ,µ
|⟨ϕ|f Ď0µ|ψ⟩|2
eβEϕ + eβEψ (11)
Eqs. (10) and (11) are not independent, because the spectral
densities of the operators cĎd and f
Ď
0 are related to each other.
The following equality proves convenient to check the accuracy of
numerical computations [16]:
Gside(T )+ GSET (T ) = G2, (12)
where G2 ≡ 2e2/hc is the conductance quantum.
As Eqs. (10) and (11) show, to compute transport properties we
have to evaluatematrix elements of the impurity operator cĎd or one
or more of the basis operators f Ďn (n = 0, 1, . . . ,N). The following
section describes a recursive solution to that problem, the result
that motivates this report.
4. Recursive computation of matrix elements
To compute excitation of transport properties, we need matrix
elements such as ⟨q′, s′, s′z, ℓ′|cĎdµ|q, s, sz, ℓ⟩ or ⟨q′, s′, s′z, ℓ′|f Ďnµ|q, s,
sz, ℓ⟩ (µ =↑,↓), where q and q′ = q + 1 denote charges, s and
s′ = s ± 1/2 denote spins, sz and s′z = sz + µ denote the z
components. To save space, the labels ℓ and ℓ′, which index the
eigenstates within the same (q, s, sz) sector, will henceforth be
omitted.
As explained in Appendix A.4.3, the matrix elements of f ĎN must
be routinely computed at each iteration N of the diagonalization
sequence, because the matrices representing HN+1A cannot be con-
structed without them. We now want to show that the remain-
ingmatrix elements can be recursively obtained from the elements
of f ĎN . To this end we first compute the commutator [HNA , f ĎN ] from
Eq. (9). Simple manipulations show that
[HNA , f ĎN ] =
tN−1
DN
f ĎN−1, (13)
and hence that
tN−1
DN
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f ĎN−1µ|q, s, sz⟩N
= ⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|HNA f ĎNµ|q, s, sz⟩N
−⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f ĎNµHNA |q, s, sz⟩N . (14)
Since |q+1, s± 12 , s′z⟩N and |q, s, sz⟩N are eigenstates of HNA , we
have from Eq. (14) that
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f ĎN−1µ|q, s, sz⟩N
= DN∆EN
tN−1
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz⟩N , (15)
where
∆EN = EN

q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ

− EN(q, s, sz)
= EN

q+ 1, s± 1
2

− EN(q, s), (16)
the second equality following from the rotational invariance of the
model Hamiltonian.
Eq. (15) determines all the matrix elements of f ĎN−1. Next, we
have to compute the matrix elements of f ĎN−2 from those of f
Ď
N−1
and f ĎN . More generally, given the matrix elements of f
Ď
n+2 and f
Ď
n+1,
we will want the matrix elements of f Ďn (n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 2). To
compute the latter we calculate the commutator [HNA , f Ďn+1]. From
Eq. (9) we can see that
[HNA , f Ďn+1] =
1
DN

tnf Ďn + tn+1f Ďn+2

, (17)
and an explicit expression for the matrix elements of f Ďn follows:
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f Ďnµ|q, s, sz⟩N
= − tn+1
tn
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f Ďn+2µ|q, s, sz⟩N
+ DN∆EN
tn
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f Ďn+1µ|q, s, sz⟩N
(n = 0, . . . ,N − 2). (18)
Finally, to compute the matrix elements of cĎd , we need the
commutator [HNA , f Ď0 ]. Once again we turn to Eq. (9), which yields
the relation
[HNA , f Ď0 ] =
1
DN
(
√
2VcĎd + t0f Ď1 ), (19)
from which we obtain an explicit expression for the matrix
element:
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|cĎdµ|q, s, sz⟩N
= − t0√
2V
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f Ď1µ|q, s, sz⟩N
+ DN∆EN√
2V
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ|f Ď0µ|q, s, sz⟩N . (20)
Iterative applications of Eq. (18) for n = N − 2,N − 1, . . . , 0
yields the matrix elements of f Ďn . Once the matrix elements of f
Ď
1
and f Ď0 have been computed, Eq. (20) yields the c
Ď
d matrix elements.
The cost of computing the entire set of matrix elements of all op-
erators cĎd , f
Ď
n (n = 0, 1, . . . ,N) for all pairs of eigenstates in a sub-
space (q, s) with large dimension L is of O(NL2), which for large
matrices (L > N) is substantially smaller than theO(L3) cost of di-
agonalizing the projection ofHNA in that subspace andmuch smaller
than theO(L4) computational complexity associated with the ma-
trix rotations traditionally employed to compute matrix elements,
as described in Appendix B.2, by Eq. (B.3) in particular.
The Wigner–Eckart theorem, which covers the rotationally
invariant Hamiltonian (9), allows additional simplification. The
theorem tells us that [19]
⟨q′, s′, s′z |f Ďµ |q, s, sz⟩ = ⟨q′, s′||f Ď||q, s⟩

s′ 12 s
s′z µ sz

, (21)
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where f Ď is an arbitrary fermionic operator, the reduced matrix
elements, or invariants, ⟨q′, s′||f Ď||q, s⟩ are independent of the spin
components, and the second factor on the right-hand side is a
Clebsch–Gordan coefficient.
Inspection of Eqs. (15), (18), or (20) now shows that every
matrix element on either side has the form on the left-hand side
of Eq. (21) with q′ = q + 1, s′ = s ± 1/2, and s′z = sz + µ.
Every term in the three equalities is therefore proportional to the
same Clebsch–Gordan coefficient. The common factor divided out,
we obtain the following recursive relations for the invariants:
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f ĎN−1||q, s⟩N
= DN∆EN
tN−1
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f ĎN ||q, s⟩N (22)
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f Ďn ||q, s⟩N = −
tn+1
tn
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f Ďn+2||q, s⟩N
+ DN∆EN
tn
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f Ďn+1||q, s⟩N
(n = 0, . . . ,N − 2), (23)
and
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||cĎd ||q, s⟩N = −
t0√
2V
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f Ď1 ||q, s⟩N
+ DN∆EN√
2V
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
||f Ď0 ||q, s⟩N . (24)
As detailed in Appendix A.4, the invariants ⟨q′, s′||f ĎN ||q, s⟩ are
computed at the end of each iteration N in the diagonalization
procedure. To compute the invariants of the remaining Lanczos
operators f Ďn (n = 0, . . . ,N − 1), we start with Eq. (22) and iterate
through Eq. (23) from n = N − 2 to n = 0. Substitution of the
resulting f Ď1 and f
Ď
0 invariants on the right-hand side of Eq. (24)
determines the cĎd invariants. Once the reduced matrix elements
have been obtained, it is a simple matter to recover from Eq. (21)
the sz-dependent matrix elements needed to compute excitation
or transport properties.
The recursive approach illustrated by the sequence of Eqs. (13)–
(20) is by no means restricted to the spin-degenerate Anderson
model or to isotropic Hamiltonians. It is relatively easy to see that
its scope encompasses nearly all truncated, scaled Hamiltonians
generated by the NRG procedure, independently of symmetry,
orbital degeneracy, multiplicity of conduction channels or number
of impurities. To derive recursive relations for matrix elements of
Lanczos operators such as the f Ďn and of impurity operators such
as cĎd we only need equalities analogous to Eqs. (17) and (19). The
former (latter) equation comes from the tridiagonal (quadratic)
form of the first (second) term within parentheses on the right-
hand side of Eq. (9). Since the tridiagonal form lies at the heart of
the NRG construction, relations analogous to Eq. (18), which will
determine the matrix elements of the Lanczos operators, can be
taken for granted. As long as band and impurity are quadratically
coupled, relations corresponding to Eq. (20) can additionally be
derived, whichwill determine thematrix elements of the impurity
operators. The additional step leading to the recursive relations for
the invariants, Eqs. (22)–(24), is of course restricted to rotationally
invariant model Hamiltonians.
5. Implementation
We now turn to the practical aspects of the recursive procedure
described in Section 4. To discuss its precision and computational
Fig. 1. Spectral weights |⟨ϕ||f Ď0 ||Ω⟩N |2 , where |Ω⟩ and |ϕ⟩ are the ground state
and an excited eigenstate of the HamiltonianHNA , plotted against the corresponding
eigenvalue differences EϕN−EΩN . The blue squares represent the invariants computed
from the recursive relation, Eq. (20), while the red crosses depict the invariants
computed by the traditional procedure, Eq. (A.26). The vertical axis is normalized
by the ratio D/DN , which is of the order of the product βDmultiplying the sum of
spectral weights on the right-hand side of Eq. (11). The horizontal axis is scaled
by the ratio DN/D, which expresses the eigenvalues of HNA in units of the half-
bandwidth D. To avoid overcrowding, we have selected the ground state |Ω⟩, for
the eigenstate |ψ⟩ on the right-hand side of Eq. (11) and restricted the eigenstates
|ϕ⟩ to those contributing significantly to the conductance, i.e., to the eigenstates
satisfying |⟨ϕ|f Ď|Ω⟩|2 > 0.5DN/D. The data points come from a single NRG run
withΛ = 4, Γ = D, and U = −2ϵd = 30D. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
complexity in a concrete,well understood setting,wewill compute
the electrical conductance for the Anderson Hamiltonian. We
will consider the particle–hole symmetric Hamiltonian, whose
universal properties are convenient for our purposes. We will take
advantage of (10) and (11) to study the SET and side-coupled
geometries, respectively.
5.1. Accuracy
Before computing conductances, we examine the matrix el-
ements that contribute to them. Fig. 1 compares invariants |⟨φ
||f Ď0 ||Ω⟩N |2 (N = 5, . . . , 30), where |Ω⟩N and |φ⟩N are the ground-
state and an eigenstate of HNA , respectively, computed with the re-
cursive relation (20) with the same invariants computed by the
traditional rotation procedure (see Eq. (A.26) in Appendix A.4.3).
The agreement between the blue open squares representing the
recursive procedure and the red crosses representing the tradi-
tional method verifies the precision of the new approach. Similar
congruences are found in runs with other model or discretization
parameters and in analogous comparisons between |⟨φ||cĎd ||Ω⟩N |2
invariants (not shown).
Additional evidence of accuracy comes from the results in Ta-
ble 1 and Fig. 2, collected in conductance computations for the
symmetric Anderson Hamiltonian. To validate the recursive proce-
dure (18), the tabulated data compare the results for three distinct
sets of model and discretization parameters. In particular, to mea-
sure the computational complexity of the recursive method, the
computational time ∆tdiag,invar necessary to diagonalize and com-
pute the right-hand of Eqs. (10) and (11) on the basis of Eq. (18) is
compared with the time∆tdiag consumed by plain diagonalization
of the model Hamiltonian.
More specifically, we have followed the procedure outlined
in Section 2 to diagonalize the model Hamiltonian, then iterated
through the recursive expression (18) from n = N − 1 to n = 0
to compute the reduced matrix elements of cĎd and f
Ď
0 and finally
combined these matrix elements with the eigenvalues of HN to
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Table 1
Parameters of the NRG runs that generated the plots in Fig. 2. The column ∆tdiag (∆tdiag+invars) lists the times needed to diagonalize the model Hamiltonian (to diagonalize
the Hamiltonian and compute the matrix elements of cd and f0). The column labeled nstates shows the number of states below the ultraviolet truncation energy Euv = 20 in
each run, the degeneracies in each spin multiplet not counted.
U
D
ϵd
D
Γ
D Λ nstates
kBTK
D ∆tdiag (s) ∆tdiag+invars (s)
30 −15 0.80 3.00 3868 1.7× 10−7 32 52
1 −0.5 0.03 2.50 8661 2.7× 10−7 546 730
10 −5 0.30 2.25 15915 1.2× 10−6 3208 3805
Fig. 2. Zero-bias conductances for the single-electron transistor (red curves, rising
to unity at low temperatures) and side-coupled device (green curves, decaying to
zero at low temperatures) normalized by the quantum conductance G2 ≡ 2e2/h,
as functions of the temperature scaled by the Kondo temperature TK . The plots
combine the results of three NRG runs, defined by the parameters in Table 1, the
filled circles, open squares, and solid lines correspond to the first, second, and
third tabulated lines, respectively. The hairlines mark the fiducial point G(T/TK ) =
0.5G2 , where the SET and side-coupled conductances are expected to coincide. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
compute the right-hand sides of Eqs. (10) and (11). Fig. 2 shows
the resulting conductances, in units of G2, as functions of the ratio
T/TK for the three runs defined by the model and NRG parameters
in Table 1.
Physical properties computed from the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the symmetric Anderson model are universal functions
of the ratio T/TK [1,16]. The agreement among the filled circles,
open squares, and solid lines in Fig. 2, which were calculated for
different symmetric-model couplings Γ and repulsions U with
different discretization parameters attests to the accuracy of the
recursive procedure (18). Additional evidence is provided by the
congruence between Eq. (12) and the calculated SET and side-
coupled conductances, Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively. For each
run, the deviations between plots of GSET and G2 − Gside as func-
tions of T/TK are insignificant; no comparison between the plots is
presented in Fig. 2 because the differences are too small to be dis-
cerned in the scale of the figure. A more vivid image of the agree-
ment between the calculated conductances andEq. (12) is provided
by the crosshairs in Fig. 2 which indicate the point that defines the
Kondo temperature, GSET (T/TK ) ≡ G2/2. The intersection at this
point of all red and green curves, which represent GSET and Gside,
respectively, shows that Eqs. (18) and (20) yield matrix elements
with insignificant error.
5.2. Computational complexity
The computational times in Table 1 show that the recursive pro-
cedure is also efficient. As illustrated by the tabulated intervals, the
computational effort grows exponentially asΛ is reduced towards
the continuum limit. Both the diagonalization time and the com-
putational effort necessary to calculate the invariant matrix ele-
ments grow as the number of states below the ultraviolet cutoff
rises. Nonetheless, on a relative basis the latter effort drops from
60% of the total for Λ = 3% to 19% for Λ = 2.25; as expected
from the discussion in Section 5 in comparison with the diago-
nalization effort, the complexity of computing matrix elements by
the procedure described in this paper grows as a smaller power
of the quantum-basis dimensions. Regarded as a fraction of the to-
tal computational effort, the recursive procedure becomes increas-
ingly more efficient as the number of degrees of freedom in the
model Hamiltonian grows.
6. Conclusions
The computation of matrix elements has traditionally been
regarded as a sizable contribution to the computational complexity
of calculating dynamical and transport properties by the NRG
procedure. Standard practice has relied on the computation of the
matrix element of cd or f0 in the first iterations, followed by unitary
transformations at each step of the iterative diagonalization
procedure, a computationally intensive operation that becomes
more demanding, even on a relative basis, formore complexmodel
Hamiltonians.
The recursive procedure presented in Section 4 is an attrac-
tive alternative, because it demands only a fraction of the time
necessary to diagonalize the model Hamiltonian and is therefore
substantially faster than the standard procedure. That fraction
moreover decreases as the dimensions of the NRG basis grow. In
summary, the new procedure is computationally inexpensive, re-
quires only a few lines of code and yields accurate results. Given
these advantages, we expect it to become a standard instrument
in the NRG toolbox.
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Appendix A. Diagonalization of the model Hamiltonian
To numerically treat themodelHamiltonian,wemust discretize
the conduction band. The diagonalization procedure described in
Appendix A.1 takes special care to preserve the last two terms
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5), that is, to insure that the
discretization of the conduction band affect neither the coupling
Hcoupl nor the impurity Hamiltonian Hd.
A.1. Discretization of the conduction states
Given any energy ϵk in the conduction-band Hamiltonian (2)
and given an arbitrary scaling factorΛ > 1, the energy ϵk′ = ϵk/Λ
can always be found in the conduction band. The discretization
meshdiscussed in the followingparagraphwasdesignedbyWilson
[1] to preserve this scale invariance of the conduction band, a
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property of capital importance in renormalization-group theory. A
linear discretization mesh, by contrast, would be inadequate, for it
would introduce the mesh spacing ∆, a characteristic energy that
would break the invariance and restrict the scope of computations
to temperatures T such that kBT ≫ ∆, where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant.
To preserve scale invariance, the NRG operates on a logarithmic
mesh. Given a dimensionless parameterΛ > 1, Eq. (6) defines two
symmetric infinite sequences of conduction-energy intervalsI(m±)
(m = 0, 1, . . .) so that Im± → Im+1± under the scale transforma-
tion ϵk → ϵk/Λ.
For each interval Im± we now define a normalized Fermi
operator
am± =
1
αm

Im±
ck dϵk, (A.1)
where
αm =

1−Λ−1
D
Λ−m/2. (A.2)
Comparison of Eq. (A.1) with Eq. (4) shows that
f0 =
1√
2

m,s=±
αmams. (A.3)
Eq. (A.3) exactly expresses the operator f0 as a linear
combination of the am± (m = 0, 1, . . .). We will next project the
model Hamiltonian on the discrete basis formed by the operators
cd and am±. Eq. (A.3) insures that the coupling Hamiltonian (3) be
exactly projected on the discrete basis. In contrast, the conduction
Hamiltonian (2) is only approximately described by the am’s, the
basis of which is by no means complete with respect to the
continuum of the ck’s. This approximation notwithstanding, the
following discretization procedure has repeatedly been shown to
yield physical properties that converge fast to the continuum limit,
with error O[exp(−π2/ logΛ)] or less [2,15,20]. Moreover, since
the impurity Hamiltonian (1) and the coupling (3) are unaffected
by the discretization, theNRGprocedure is uniformly accurate over
the parametrical space of the Hamiltonian.
To project the model Hamiltonian on the discrete basis, we fol-
low the procedure proposed in Ref. [21], which warrants faster
conversion to the continuum limit than the original construc-
tion [2]. The discretized Hamiltonian then reads
HΛA =
∞
m=0
Em

aĎm+am+ − aĎm−am−

+ Hcoupl + Hd, (A.4)
with conduction energies given by the logarithmic sequence
Em = D1−Λ
−1
logΛ
Λ−m (m = 0, 1, . . .). (A.5)
A.2. Lanczos transformation
The Hamiltonian HΛA is defined on an infinite, numerically
intractable basis and must therefore be truncated. To allow
truncationwhilemaintaining the integrity of the operator f0 on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3), we follow the Lanczos procedure [22]
to substitute an infinite, discrete set of orthonormal operators fn
(n = 0, 1, . . .) for the conduction operators am± (m = 0, 1, . . .).
The first operator (f0) is defined by Eq. (A.3), and the remaining fn
are tailored to the requirement that the conduction Hamiltonian
takes the codiagonal form in Eq. (7) with coefficients tn are given
by the expression [2]
tn = En/2 1−Λ
−n−1
√
1−Λ−2n−1√1−Λ−2n−3 (n = 0, 1, . . .). (A.6)
As n grows, the fraction in Eq. (A.6) converges rapidly to unity,
and the right-hand side decays exponentially. From Eqs. (A.5) and
(A.6), we have that
tn ≈ D1−Λ
−1
logΛ
Λ−n/2, (A.7)
with error O(Λ−n).
If we now truncate the infinite series on the right-hand side
of Eq. (7), the coupling Hcoupl will be preserved. Given a thermal
energy of interest kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and given
a fixed dimensionless parameter γ ≪ 1, we find the minimum
integer N satisfying the inequality
tN < γ kBT , (A.8)
and drop from the right-hand side of Eq. (7) all termsmuch smaller
than kBT , i.e., define the truncated model Hamiltonian
H truncA =
N−1
n=0
tn(f Ďn fn+1 + H. c.)+
√
2V (cĎd f0 + H. c.)+ Hd. (A.9)
Finally, to insure that the smallest eigenvalue resulting from the
numerical diagonalization be of order unity, we define the scaled
truncated model Hamiltonian in Eq. (9), a definition that can be
extended to N = 0, with the expression
H0A =
1
D−1
√
2V (cĎd f0 + H. c.)+ Hd

. (A.10)
Like the model Hamiltonian (5), the scaled truncated Hamilto-
nian (9) conserves charge and spin. Expressed on the Lanczos basis,
the charge and spin operators take the forms
Q = (cĎd cd − 1/2)+
N
n=0
(f Ďn fn − 1/2), (A.11)
and
S⃗ = 1
2

cĎdµσ⃗µνcdν +
N
n=0
f Ďnµσ⃗µν fnν

, (A.12)
respectively, where the σi (i = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices.
A.3. Renormalization-group transformation
Eq. (9) defines a renormalization-group transformation, i.e., a
transformation that adds progressively smaller energy scales to a
Hamiltonian and scales the result after each addition so that the
smallest energies are of order unity. If τ denotes the transforma-
tion, so that τ [HN−1A ] ≡ HNA , we then have that
τ [HN−1A ] ≡ HNA =
√
ΛHN−1A +
tN−1
EN−1
(f ĎN−1fN + H. c.). (A.13)
A.4. Iterative diagonalization
Eq. (A.13) defines the iterative diagonalization procedure that
diagonalizes the Anderson Hamiltonian.
A.4.1. Iteration N = 0
We start out with N = 0, i.e., with the Hamiltonian (A.10),
which we project on the basis of the 16 many-body states
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|Q = −2, S = 0, Sz = 0, 1⟩ = |0⟩, |Q = −1, S = 1/2, Sz =
1/2, 1⟩ = cĎd↑|0⟩, |Q = −1, S = 1/2, Sz = 1/2, 2⟩ = f Ď0↑|0⟩,
. . . , |Q = 2, S = 0, Sz = 0, 1⟩ = f Ď0↑f Ď0↓cĎd↑cĎd↓|0⟩. The conservation
laws turn the resulting Hamiltonian into a block diagonal matrix
whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors are readily computed by a
standard diagonalization routine.
In the next iteration, we will need the matrix elements ⟨Q ′, S ′,
S ′Z |f Ď0µ|Q , S, Sz⟩ (µ =↑,↓) of the f Ď0µ operator between pairs
of many-body eigenstates. The conservation laws impose the
selection rules Q ′ = Q + 1, S ′ = S ± 1/2, and S ′z = Sz + µ.
To savememory, we canmoreover record only the Sz-independent
reducedmatrix elements ⟨Q ′, S ′||f Ď0 ||Q , S⟩, which are related to the
matrix elements via the Wigner–Eckart expression (21).
To compute the invariant ⟨Q ′, S ′||f Ď0 ||Q , S⟩, we only have to
calculate the matrix element ⟨Q ′, S ′, Sz + 1/2|f Ď0↑|Q , S, Sz⟩ from
the pertinent eigenstates of H0A for, say, µ = 1/2, and a single
component, say Sz = S, of each spinmultiplet, substitute the result
on the left-hand side of Eq. (21) and determine the invariant on
the right-hand side. Once all invariants have been computed and
stored along with the eigenvalues of H0A , we close iteration N = 0
and start the iterative cycle.
A.4.2. Construction of the Hamiltonian matrices
At the first stage of iteration N (N = 1, 2, . . .), the eigenvalues
EQ ,S,ℓN−1 [ℓ = 1, . . . , L(Q , S)], where L(Q , S) denotes the dimension
of the (Q , S) sector of the many-body space at iteration N − 1,
and the invariants ⟨Q + 1, S ′, ℓ′||f ĎN−1||Q , S, ℓ⟩N−1 [S ′ = S ± 1/2,
ℓ = 1, . . . , L(Q , S), ℓ′ = 1, . . . , L(Q + 1, S ′)] are known.
We now introduce the operator fN . Given an eigenvector |Q , S,
Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 of HN−1A , we generate four basis states |q, s, sz, p⟩N with
well-defined charge, spin, and spin projection via the relations
|Q − 1, S, Sz, p1⟩SN = OS |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1, (A.14a)Q , S − 12 , Sz − 12 , p2
W
N
= OW |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1, (A.14b)Q , S + 1/2, Sz + 12 , p3
E
N
= OE |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1N, (A.14c)
|Q + 1, S, Sz, p4⟩NN = ON |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1, (A.14d)
where the operators Og (g = S,W, E,N ), which generate many-
body basis stateswithwell-defined charge and spin, are defined by
the identities
OS |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 ≡ |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 (A.15a)
OW |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 ≡

S − 12 12 S
Sz − 12 12 Sz − 1

× f ĎN↑|Q , S, Sz − 1, ℓ⟩N−1
+

S − 12 12 S
Sz − 12 − 12 Sz

f ĎN↓|Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 (A.15b)
OE |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 ≡

S + 12 12 S
Sz + 12 12 Sz

f ĎN↑|Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1
+

S + 12 12 S
Sz + 12 − 12 Sz + 1

f ĎN↓|Q , S, Sz + 1, ℓ⟩N−1 (A.15c)
ON |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 ≡ f ĎN↑f ĎN↓|Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1. (A.15d)
Table A.2
Off-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian HNA between basis states
|q, s, sz , p′⟩g ′N and |q, s, sz , p⟩gN . For the unlisted combinations of g ′ and g , the matrix
elements vanish.
g ′ g g ′ ⟨q, s, sz , p′|HNA |q, s, sz , p⟩gN
E N

2s
2s+1 ⟨q, s− 12 , ℓ′||f ĎN−1||q− 1, s, ℓ⟩N−1
W N −

2s+2
2s+1 ⟨q, s− 12 , ℓ′||f ĎN−1||q− 1, s, ℓ⟩N−1
N E

2s
2s+1 ⟨q− 1, s, ℓ′||fN−1||q, s− 12 , ℓ⟩N−1
S E ⟨q+ 1, s, ℓ′||f ĎN−1||q, s− 12 , ℓ⟩N−1
E S ⟨q, s− 12 , ℓ′||fN−1||q+ 1, s, ℓ⟩N−1
W S ⟨q, s+ 12 , ℓ′||fN−1||q+ 1, s, ℓ⟩N−1
N W −

2s+2
2s+1 ⟨q− 1, s, ℓ′||fN−1||q, s+ 12 , ℓ⟩N−1
S W ⟨q+ 1, s, ℓ′||f ĎN−1||q, s+ 12 , ℓ⟩N−1
We say that the state |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 is the parent of the four
child states on the left-hand side of Eqs. (A.14), which have genders
g = S,W, E andN , respectively.
We operate with Og (g = S,W, E,N ) on all eigenstates com-
puted in iteration N − 1 to generate a basis of states with well-
defined charge, spin, and Sz spin component ontowhichwe project
the Hamiltonian (A.13). To implement the projection in the NRG
code, we only have to inspect Eqs. (A.15) and see that OS and ON
(OW and OE ) commute (anticommute) with fN−1µ. It then follows
that only the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.13) con-
tributes to the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix, and
only the second and third terms contribute to the off-diagonal el-
ements. The diagonal elements are simply the eigenvalues com-
puted in the previous iteration scaled by the factor
√
Λ. Rotational
invariance making those eigenvalues independent of the Sz spin
component, we can drop the Sz label in the basis states and write
the following expression for the diagonal elements:
g⟨q, s, p|HNA |q, s, p⟩gN =
√
ΛEQ ,S,ℓN−1 , (A.16)
where EQ ,S,,ℓN−1 [ℓ = 1, . . . , L(Q , S)] is the ℓth eigenvalue in the sec-
tor (Q , S) computed in iteration N − 1, while |Q , S, ℓ⟩N−1 is the
parent state of |q, s, p⟩gN .
Each off-diagonal element of the Hamiltonian matrix in sector
Q can be factored into a matrix element of fN (or f
Ď
N ) and a matrix
element of f ĎN−1 (or fN−1). Explicitly, we have from Eq. (A.13) that
g ′⟨q, s, sz, p′|HNA |q, s, sz, p⟩gN
= tN−1
EN−1

µ
αg ′g(S, Sz, µ) ⟨Q , S, Sz, ℓ′|f ĎN−1µ
× |Q ′, S ′, S ′z, ℓ⟩N−1 +

µ
αgg ′(S, Sz, µ)
×⟨Q ′, S ′, S ′z, ℓ′|fN−1µ|Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1

, (A.17)
where |Q , S, Sz, ℓ′⟩N−1 is the parent of |q, s, sz, p′⟩g ′N .
The coefficients αgg ′(S, Sz, µ) on the right-hand side of
Eq. (A.17) are computed from the definitions (A.15) of the opera-
tors Og (g = S,W, E,N ). Summation over the spin indices on the
right-hand side of Eq. (A.17) then yields an expression relating the
off-diagonal matrix elements ⟨q, s, sz, p′|HNA |q, s, sz, p⟩ to the in-
variants computed in the previous iteration. Since that expression
depends on the genders of |q, s, sz, p′⟩ and |q, s, sz, p⟩, we prefer to
display them in Table A.2.
As one might expect from the rotational invariance of the
model Hamiltonian, the matrix elements of HNA in Table A.2 are
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Table A.3
Non-vanishing matrix elements g
′ ⟨q+ 1, s′, s′z , p′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz , p⟩Ng , fromwhich the
invariants g
′ ⟨q+ 1, s′, p′||f ĎN ||q, s, p⟩gN are computed.
independent of the sz spin component. In practice, we diagonalize
the model Hamiltonian with no reference to sz . To recapitulate, at
each sector (q, s), the diagonal elements of thematrix representing
HNA are obtained, as shown by Eq. (A.16), from the eigenvalues of
HN−1A . The off-diagonal elements are obtained, as prescribed by
Table A.2, from the reduced matrix elements of f ĎN−1 computed
in iteration N − 1. Once constructed, the matrix representing
the Hamiltonian HNA in sector (q, s) is diagonalized, and its
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are stored in memory. The former
will remain there until iteration N + 1, but the eigenvectors are
only temporarily needed, to compute the reducedmatrix elements
of the operator f ĎN , a procedure detailed in the following section.
A.4.3. Computation of the invariants
The Wigner–Eckart relation (21) shows that the invariants
⟨q + 1, s′, ℓ′||f ĎN ||q, s, ℓ⟩N can be easily obtained from the matrix
elements ⟨q + 1, s′, s′z, ℓ′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, ℓ⟩N (µ = ±1/2). The latter
are related to the matrix elements of f ĎNµ on the basis of the child
states |q, s, sz, p⟩gN by the equality
⟨q+ 1, s′, s′z, ℓ′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, ℓ⟩N =

p,p′
UĎ
ℓ′p′(q+ 1, s′)Uℓp(q, s)
× g ′⟨q+ 1, s′, s′z, p′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, p⟩gN (A.18)
where Uℓp(q, s) denotes the unitary transformation that diagonal-
izes the projection of the Hamiltonian HNA upon the basis of the
child states |q, s, sz, p⟩gN .
Since the operators fNµ (µ = ± 12 ) annihilate the eigenstates|Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1, it is a simple matter to compute each matrix
element on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.18) from Eqs. (A.14). The
result vanishes unless the basis states |q + 1, s′, sz + µ, p′⟩g ′N and
|q, s, sz, p⟩gN have the same parent state, i.e., unless
|q, s, sz, p′⟩gN = Og |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 (A.19)
and
|q′, s′, sz + µ, p⟩g ′N = Og ′ |Q , S, Sz, ℓ⟩N−1 (A.20)
with genders g and g ′ such that q′ = q+ 1 and s′ = s± 1/2. From
Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20) it is straightforward to compute the matrix
elements ⟨q + 1, s′, s′z, p′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, p⟩N . The nonzero results are
listed in Table A.3.
Additional simplification is possible, because the Clebsch–
Gordan coefficients in the first and second rows in the last column
of Table A.3 are related by the expression
s 12 s+ 12
sz −µ sz + µ

= 2µ

2S + 1
2S + 2

s+ 12 12 s
sz + µ µ sz

, (A.21)
and the coefficients in the third and fourth rows are likewise
related
s 12 s− 12
sz −µ sz + µ

= 2µ

2S + 1
2S

s− 12 12 s
sz + µ µ sz

. (A.22)
It is therefore convenient to define the 4 × 4 matrix Mg ′g
(g, g ′ = S,W, S,N ) with only four nonzero elements
MN ,W =

2S + 1
2S + 2 (A.23a)
ME,S = 1, (A.23b)
MN ,E = −

2S + 1
2S
(A.23c)
MW,S = 1, (A.23d)
so that Table A.3 can be summarized by the compact form
g ′⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ, p′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, p⟩gN
=

s± 12 12 s
sz + µ µ sz

Mg ′g . (A.24)
Substitution of this result on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.18)
yields a simpler expression for the matrix elements of f ĎNµ on the
basis of the HNA eigenstates:
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, sz + µ, ℓ′|f ĎNµ|q, s, sz, ℓ⟩N
=

s± 12 12 s
sz + µ µ sz

×

p,p′
UĎ
ℓ′p′

q+ 1, s± 1
2

Mg ′gUℓp(q, s), (A.25)
where g and g ′ are the genders of the pth and p′th (child) states in
sectors (q, s) and (q+ 1, s± 1/2), respectively.
Comparison with the Wigner–Eckart expression (21) then
yields the sought expression for the reduced matrix elements:
⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, ℓ′||f ĎN ||q, s, ℓ⟩N
=

p,p′
′
UĎ
ℓ′p′

q+ 1, s± 1
2

Mg ′gUℓp(q, s). (A.26)
The prime restricts the sum on the right-hand side to indices
p and p′ associated with the same parent state, as defined by
Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20). In practice, therefore, if L = L(Q , S) is the
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dimension of the sector (Q , S) from which the child states
|q, s, sz, p⟩N and |q + 1, s ± 12, sz + µ, p⟩N were generated, then
the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.26) comprises L terms, not
L2 terms as the double sum on the right-hand side would seem to
indicate. The cost of computing the L× L reduced matrix elements
on the left-hand side of Eq. (A.26) is therefore proportional to L3
and grows in proportion to the diagonalization time.
A.4.4. Ultraviolet truncation
The first step of each iteration N , i.e., the introduction of the fN
orbital, increases fourfold the number of basis states. Even themost
powerful computational resourceswould therefore be exhausted if
a fixed fraction of the eigenstates were not discarded at each iter-
ation. The spectrum of HNA must therefore be truncated, after diag-
onalization. In practice, each NRG run is parametrized by a fixed,
dimensionless ultraviolet cutoff Euv . At iteration N , after the scaled
Hamiltonian matrix HQ ,SN for sector Q , S is constructed, the diago-
nalization routine determines the number nuv of eigenvalues be-
low the cutoff and then evaluates the nuv eigenvectors pertaining
to them. The entire eigenvalue spectrum of HQ ,SN is recorded, but
only 4nuv basis states – four for each eigenvector in iteration N –
are generated in iteration N + 1. Although growing rapidly in the
first few iterations, the number of energies below the ultraviolet
cutoff becomes fairly stable for N & 6 and decreases significantly
as T crosses the Kondo temperature TK . For fixed Λ and Euv , the
cost of diagonalizing the scaled Hamiltonian grows linearly with
the number of iterations before the Kondo temperature is reached,
i.e., in rough proportion to log(D/kBTK )/ logΛ.
A.4.5. Iterative cycle
The iterative diagonalization combines the elements described
in Appendices A.4.1–A.4.4. It starts out with iteration 0, at the end
of which the eigenvalues Eq,s,ℓ0 [q = −2, . . . , 2, s = smin(q), . . . ,
smax(q), ℓ = 1, . . . , L(Q , S)] and the reduced matrix elements
⟨q+ 1, s± 1/2, ℓ′||f Ď0 ||q, s, ℓ⟩0 are stored in memory. The iterative
cycle is then started, each iteration is constituted of the following
three steps.
Basis construction. The smallest (largest) charge in iteration N is
qminN = qminN−1 − 1 (qmaxN = qmaxN−1 − 1). The largest spin associated
with charge q is smaxN (q) = smaxN−1(q)+ 1/2. Given that each fermion
contributes a unit to the total charge and±1/2 to the total spin and
that two fermions are introduced in each iteration, we can see that
only the sectors (q, s) satisfying q + 2s = 2n or q + 2s = 2n + 1
(n = 0, 1, . . .) are allowed for even or odd N , respectively. One
can think of the (q, s) diagram as a checkerboard, the allowed
states flipping back and forth from the white to the black squares
(i.e.,(Q , S) subspaces) at each new iteration.
At each iteration, we loop through the charges running from
q = qmaxN down to q = qminN . For each q, we loop through the spins,
up to s = smaxN (q). For each subspace (q, s), we have to construct
the basis states from the eigenstates of HN−1A via Eqs. (A.14). The
number of basis states pmaxN (q, s) in each sector (q, s) in iteration
N therefore depends on the numbers L(Q , S) of HN−1A eigenstates
in the surrounding subspaces (Q = q ± 1, S = s ± 1/2).
More explicitly, the number of states is given by the simple sum
pmaxN (q, s) = ℓS + ℓW + ℓE + ℓN , where ℓS = L(q + 1, s), ℓW =
L(q, s+1/2), ℓE = L(q, s−1/2), and ℓN = L(q−1, s).We therefore
record the four integers ℓS , ℓW , ℓE , and ℓN , which conceptually
define a basis with ℓg child states of gender g (g = S,W, E,N ).
Diagonalization. Since the energies EQ ,S,ℓN−1 on the right-hand side of
Eq. (A.16) and the invariants ⟨q, s′, ℓ′||f ĎN−1||q, s, ℓ⟩N−1 in Table A.2
are stored in memory and since the genders of the pmaxN (q, s)
states are known by construction, computing the elements of the
HNA matrix in subspace (q, s) is a matter of collecting adequately
stowed information. Once computed, the matrix is diagonalized
and truncated as described in Appendix A.4.4. The resulting
pmaxN (q, s) eigenvalues and L(Q , S) eigenvectors, with L(Q , S) ≤
pmaxN (q, s) due to truncation, are collected in a L(q, s) × pmaxN (q, s)
unitary matrix Uq,s, which is stored in memory.
At this point we have already computed the rotation matrices
U(q+ 1, s− 1/2) and U(q+ 1, s+ 1/2). We are therefore ready to
compute and store the reduced matrix elements on the left-hand
side of Eq. (A.26). After that, while thematrixU(q+1, s+1/2)will
still be needed to compute the invariants associatedwith subspace
(q, s+1), we no longer have use forU(q+1, s−1/2). We therefore
delete it alongwith the energies EN−1(q+1, s), andmove on to the
next subspace. Once the projection of HNA in subspace (q
min
N , s
max
N )
is diagonalized, and its energies and reduced matrix elements are
stored,we are ready to start iterationN+1. The cycle is interrupted
when N = Nmax, the smallest integer satisfying tNmax < γ kBTmin,
where γ is the small parameter on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.8),
and Tmin is theminimum temperature at which physical properties
are desired.
Appendix B. Physical properties
Step N of the iterative procedure yields a set of eigenvalues
and reduced matrix elements of the operator f ĎN . From these,
the thermodynamical, excitation, and transport properties of
the model Hamiltonian can be computed. We now outline the
procedure yielding each kind of property.
B.1. Thermodynamical properties
At the end of iteration N we have a spectrum of scaled
eigenvalues ranging from unity up to Euv , which correspond to
energies from EminN = E(N−1)/2 to EmaxN = E(N−1)/2Euv . We choose
two temperatures: TminN = E(N−1)/2/kBγ , and TmaxN =
√
ΛTminN . The
first definition insures that
EminN
kBTminN
= γ ≪ 1, (B.1)
and therefore shows that the infrared truncation in Eq. (A.9) adds
a negligible error to the thermodynamical properties computed
from the eigenvalues of HNA at temperatures T ≥ TminN .
If Euv is sufficiently large to insure that EmaxN /kBT
max
N ≫ 1,
then the Boltzmann factor exp(−EmaxN /kBTmaxN ) will be very small,
and it follows that the ultraviolet truncation in Appendix A.4.4
adds negligible deviation to the properties computed from the
eigenvalues of HNA at temperatures T ≤ TmaxN .
Adequate choices of the parameters γ and Euv therefore insure
the accuracy of the thermodynamical properties computed in the
interval TminN ≤ T ≤ TmaxN . Since TmaxN /TminN =
√
Λ, the juxta-
position of such intervals for N = 1, 2, . . . ,Nmax gives access to
the thermodynamical properties for temperatures ranging from
kBT ≈ D to kBT ≈ E(Nmax−1)/2 [2,23,24].
B.2. Excitation properties
The computation of spectral densities calls for the computation
of matrix elements of the basis Fermi operators. Consider, for
example, the zero-temperature spectral density of the impurity
level
ρd(ϵ) =


ϕ
|⟨ϕ|cĎd |Ω⟩|2δ(Eϕ − ϵ) (ϵ > 0)
ϕ
|⟨Ω|cĎd |ϕ⟩|2δ(Eϕ + ϵ) (ϵ < 0),
(B.2)
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where |Ω⟩ is the ground state of the model Hamiltonian and |ϕ⟩ is
an excited eigenstate, the energy Eϕ of which is measured from the
ground state.
Instead of kBT , the energy scale is now ϵ . We therefore sub-
stitute the inequality tN < γϵ for Eq. (A.8) to define the itera-
tion number N . At each iteration, we choose two energies, EminN =
E(N−1)/2/γ and EmaxN = EminN
√
Λ. As long as EmaxN < E(N−1)/2Euv we
have a window of energies ranging from EminN to E
max
N within which
the spectral density can be computed. As in Appendix B.1, the jux-
taposition of windows gives access to the spectrum, from ϵ ≈ D
to ϵ ≈ E(Nmax−1)/2. The delta functions on the right-hand side of
Eq. (B.2) generate a sequence of spikes, which can be smoothed by
alternative procedures [6,15].
To compute the matrix element on the right-hand side of
Eq. (B.2), the standard procedure dictates that (i) the reduced ma-
trix elements ⟨ϕ||cĎd ||β⟩0 be computed at iteration N = 0 for each
pair |ϕ⟩, |β⟩ of H0A eigenstates. At each subsequent iteration N , for
each subspace (q, s), after the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized,
the reduced matrix elements of cd are updated:
⟨Q + 1, S ± 1
2
, ℓ′||cĎd ||Q , S, ℓ⟩N
=

p′,p
UĎp′ℓ′

q+ 1, s± 1
2

g⟨q+ 1, s± 1
2
, p′|
× |cĎd ||q, s, p⟩gN Urp(q, s). (B.3)
While the states |q+ 1, s± 12, p′⟩gN and |q, s, p⟩gN on the right-
hand side must have the same gender g , they need not have the
same parent. In contrast with the sum on the right-hand side of
Eq. (A.26), the double sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (B.3) spans
two independent sequences of O(L) each, and the computational
complexity of Eq. (B.3) is therefore of O(L4). In practice the
computational time and memory necessary to update the reduced
matrix elements of cĎd in iteration N is comparable to the time
and memory needed to diagonalize HNA . For less symmetric
model Hamiltonians, by comparison, the cost of updating the
reduced matrix elements can be substantially larger than the
diagonalization time, since the dimensions L of the independent
subspaces are typically many times larger than the dimensions of
the (q, s) subspaces for the spin-degenerate Anderson model.
B.3. Transport properties
Transport properties have been computed by the NRG pro-
cedure for nearly two decades now [8]. More recent compu-
tations have focused on conduction through semiconducting
nanostructures, the magnetic moments of quantum dots and two-
dimensional electron gases playing the role of magnetic impuri-
ties and conduction electrons, respectively. Two arrangements are
particularly simple: the single-electron transistor (SET) [25,26], in
which a quantum dot bridges two otherwise independent two-
dimensional electron gases, and the side-coupled device, in which
a quantum dot is weakly coupled to a conducting quantum wire.
Since the current in the SET flows through the quantum dot,
the zero-bias conductance G(T ) is related to the dot transmittance.
Specifically, analysis of the charge dynamics in the device shows
that [16]
GSET (T ) = G2
 −∂ f
∂ϵ
Td(ϵ, T ) dϵ, (B.4)
where f (ϵ) is the Fermi function and the transmittance Td(ϵ, T )
is proportional to the dot-level spectral density at temperature T ,
i.e., to the extension of Eq. (B.2) to nonzero temperature:
Td(ϵ, T ) =
πΓ
Z(T )

ϕ,ψ

e−βEϕ + e−βEψ 
× |⟨ϕ|cĎd |ψ⟩|2δ

ϵ − (Eϕ − Eψ )

. (B.5)
Here Z(T ) is the partition function at temperature T , the sum on
the right-hand side is restricted to a single spin component, and
Γ = πρV 2 is the dot-level width, due to its coupling to the
conduction band.
Substitution of Eq. (B.5) for the transmittance on the right-hand
side of Eq. (B.4) then yields Eq. (10), a result that is practical for
numerical computations.
In the side-coupled arrangement, the current flows through the
conduction band, and the zero-bias conductance is related to the
transmittance through the wire. The latter being proportional to
the spectral density of the f0 orbital, Eq. (11) results [17].
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